Physicians' Untold Stories: Miraculous Experiences Doctors Are Hesitant To Share With Their Patients, Or ANYONE!
Synopsis
Doctors work in life-and-death situations every day. But what happens when they encounter something even they can’t explain scientifically? Dreams foretelling future events, apparitions, and other miraculous experiences fill this book, as practicing doctors recount the most unusual moments of their careers. Meant to awe, instruct, and inspire, these tales will convince even the harshest skeptic that there are things beyond this physical world and that sometimes, all we need to do is believe. Physicians™ Untold Stories doesn’t stop at chronicling these occurrences. Scott J. Kolbaba, MD, provides a glimpse into the lives of doctors that few get to experience. Learn their agonies and joys. In their own words, doctors reach out to you and show you how faith in the divine has shaped their lives. Even in the darkest of times, as they comfort terminally ill patients and make impossible choices, moments of light shine through. Like the popular Chicken Soup for the Soul series, Kolbaba has catalogued inspiration moments into small stories perfect for bite-size reading or maybe for gobbled up all at once!
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Customer Reviews
I am from Wheaton, Illinois and I know Barbara Cummiskey personally. We went to high school together - class of 1968. I can attest that her story is factual. Her sister was my sister’s closest friend, and we knew the family very well, and I can recall many details about Barb’s illness from the beginning, when it was developing, until the miracle that happened when she heard, ”My child, get up and walk!” Our whole family knows the account of how she got out of bed and began dancing in her room. She spoke at my parents’ church in Geneva, Illinois many years ago and I attended her presentation; in addition, there was also a wonderful article about her experience in “Guideposts”
magazine. I am very happy to have this e-book - I own it for Kindle, thanks to Barb’s mention of it on Facebook. She is living proof that miracles can and DO happen. I have a first cousin who had a similar experience on an airplane that was about to crash - and at the last minute, it ascended and all were safe. Farther along, we’ll understand it, all by and by!

I got it today from . The book has true stories by doctors trained in science, yet they have spiritual, supernatural experiences. It is like a believable, true collection of "Twilight Zone" stories. VERY inspirational...moving...compelling reading. I am lucky to be a patient of Dr. Kolbaba. Thanks Dr. K.

Sandy F.

I really enjoyed reading this book. Full of uplifting stories that point to the existence of a higher being... without being specifically religious. Answered prayers, inspired actions and life after death... Read with a box of tissues and be prepared for your hair to stand on end with goosebumps. Quick read, but mostly because I didn’t want to put it down.

I have always been intrigued by a line from a popular Christian song, "sometimes miracles hide". After reading Dr. Kolbaba’s book, I feel I have more insight into that thought. So many times those things we write off as coincidences or "a feeling" are our own hidden miracles. This book is full of hope, something needed in the trying times we are facing right now. I highly recommend this book.
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